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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) is a large printing company that sells advertisement banners. The company works with third-
party agents on banner initial design concepts. The design files are stored in an on-premise file store that can be 

accessed by UC internal users and the third party agencies. UC would like to collaborate with the 3rd part agencies on
the design files and allow them to be able to view the design files in the community. 

The conceptual design files size is 2.5 GB. 

Which solution should an integration architect recommend? 

A. Create a lightning component with a Request and Reply integration pattern to allow the community users to download
the design files. 

B. Define an External Data Source and useSalesforce Connect to upload the files to an external object. Link the external
object using Indirect lookup. 

C. Create a custom object to store the file location URL, when community user clicks on the file URL, redirect the user
to the on-prem system file location. 

D. Use Salesforce Files to link the files to Salesforce records and display the record and the files in the community. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://help.salesforce.com/articleView?id=collab_files_connect_share.htmandtype=5 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) is a global financial company. UC support agents would like to open bank accounts on the
spot for a customer who is inquiring ab UC products. 

During opening the bank account process, the agentsexecute credit checks for the customers through external
agencies. At a given time, up to 30 concurrent rewill be using the service for performing credit checks for customers. 

What error handling mechanisms should be built to display an error to the agentwhen the credit verification process
failed? 

A. In case the verification process is down, Use mock service to send the response to the agent. 

B. Handle verification process error in the Verification Webservice API in case there is a connection issue to
theWebservice if it responds with an error. 

C. Handle integration errors in the middleware in case the verification process is down, thenthe middleware should retry
processing the request multiple times. 

D. In case the verification process is down, use fireand forget mechanism instead of request and reply to allow the agent
to get the response back when the service is bar online. 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 3

A customer imports data from an external system into Salesforce using Bulk API. These jobs have batch sizes of 2000
and are run in parallel mode. The batc fails frequently with the error "Max CPU timeexceeded". A smaller batch size will
fix this error. 

Which two options should be considered when using a smaller batch size? Choose 2 answers 

A. Smaller batch size may cause record-locking errors. 

B. Smaller batch size may increase time required to executebulk jobs. 

C. Smaller batch size may exceed the concurrent API request limits. 

D. Smaller batch size can trigger "Too many concurrent batches" error. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers (UC) currently owns a middleware tool and they have developed an API-led integration
architecture with three API tiers. The first tier interfaces directly with the systems of engagement, the second tier
implements 

business logic and aggregates data, while the third tier interfaces directly with systems of record. Some of the systems
of engagement will be a mobile application, a web application, and Salesforce. 

UC has a business requirement to return data to the systems of engagement in different formats while also enforcing
different security protocols. 

What should an Integration Architect recommend to meet these requirements? 

A. Enforce separate security protocols and return formats at the first tier of the API-led architecture. 

B. Implement an API gateway that all systems of engagement must interface with first. 

C. Enforce separate security protocols and return formats at the second tier of the API-led architecture. 

D. Leverage an Identity Provider solution that communicates with the API tiers via SAML 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Northern Trail Outfitters (NTO) has recently implemented middleware for orchestration of services across platforms. The
ERP system being used requires transactions be captured near real time at a REST endpoint initiatedin Salesforce
when creating an order object. Additionally, the Salesforce team has limited development resources and requires a low
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code solution. 

Which two options will fulfill the use case requirements? Choose 2 answers 

A. Use Remote Process Invocation fire and forget pattern on insert on the order object using Flow Builder. 

B. Implement a Workflow Rule with Outbound Messaging to send SOAP messages to the designated endpoint. 

C. Implement Change Data Capture on the order object and leverage the replay Idin the middleware solution. 

D. Use a process builder to create a Platform Event, selecting the record type as the Platform Event Name on insert of
record. 

Correct Answer: AC 
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